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An Integral Estimate for an Elliptic System

of Partial Differential Equations

HYUN CHUN SHIN

1. Introduction. Various estimates for elliptic systems of partial differential

operators are studied by many authors [3J. In this paper. with the help of norm

introduced in [5J, we shall gh'e an integral estimate in half spaces for an elliptic

system with appropriate boundary conditions. We intend to discuss some applications

of this result in future.

Before stating the theorem. we introduce some notations which will be used fre

quently in this paper. For a (real or complex) vector (x. t) where x= (XI. "', Xn-I)

and t a scalar. its Euclidean norm is denoted by
ft 1

: (x. 0 1= (l::'x/I t2 )2
I

With a multi-index a= (al • .... an-I). we define

iJj=-i iJ~j' iJ=(iJ}, .... iJ,,-I).

iJa=fj~,·· .... fj;":i, 0= -itt '

where ~al =al+···+an - I is called the order of the dzfferential operator iJ".

The Fourier transform of f=f(x. t) in Cc'" (a C~ ft:nction with comract support)

will be denoted by l(~, r), where ~=(~I' .... ~n-I) and 7: a scalar.

For any function K(~, ,), we define the symbolic operator K(iJ, 0) by the

formula
K(iJ, o)f(x, 0= 1!,- j]~iIX~+I<:K(~. T)J(~, 7:)d~d7:.

(21!) 2

i. e. K(iJ, o)f(x, 0 is the function whose Fourier transform is K(~, r)l(~. T) provided

that K(~, r)l(~, r) E D(En ).

The partial Fourier transform J(~, t)and the operat'.>r K(iJ) with respect to the

first n-l variables x= (x}, "', Xn-I) are defined analogously.

For any real number sand p, we set

(1.1) Ilfllsop= (21!~n/2JJI (1+ 1~I)P{r+i(I~1 +l)'}l(~. r) 12d~dr

= 11(1+ riJ!)p{o+i(liJl +l)'}fIIL'(E.)

By H',p. we denote the completion of Ccoo with respect to the norm [I·lls,p.
---------
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H'.:.P is the subspace of elements in Hs.P whose support is contained in the half

space t20. (H+)s.P is the quotient space HS.P/H'.:.P and 1I·II:p the quotient norm.

For I(x. t) in (H+)'·p. let i(x. t) be an element in HS.P whose restriction to

t~O is I. Let J(~. t) be the partial Founer transform of I. Then we have the

following important formula which follows from the definition of 11· 11: p.

(1.2) 1I/lltp=ffl (I~I +l)P(o+ilsl +l)sJ(~. t) 12d~dt.
'>0

Finally 11 • 11'P and (H/)P denotes usual 11· lip and HP for functions depending on ~

only. Thus

(1.3) 11/11'P= lIe I01+ l)PllrL'

for Cc~ functions I which depend only upon x and (H/)P is the completion of Cc~

with respect to 11·11'P'

2. Statement of the problem. Let li.j(a.O); ;. j=l• ••.• N. be a system of

partial differential operators of the form
(2. 1) li. j(o. 0) = r; ri;/p a« ap

lal+.s~Si+t;

where r./;,!p are constants and Si an index <0. The sum of the terms in li.jCO. 0) with
the order Si+t j are denoted by 1';. i •

Condition I;

(i) det(l'i. j(~. ,))~O for any real non-zero vector (~. r). det(l'i. j(S. ,)) as a
polynomial in CS. ,) is of even degree 2m.

Cii) For any non-zero real vector~. detCl'i. jC~. ,)) in complex variable r has
exactly m zeros with positive imaginary parts.

Let the zeros with positive imaginary parts (for given S) be 'i+(~); ;=1•...• m.

We set

(2.2)

We further denote the cofactor of l'i,j in det (1'1. j) by LI.i.

Next we consider a system of boundary operators

(2.3) rh.{oo)= r; b'·iO«OP ~=l.···.m
J' lal+p;§••+" a.p J= 1•...• N

where b~.~ are constants and "".i=O when q,,+tj<O. r/".k is defined to be the sum
of the terms in n.k which are of order q,,+t,;. For the boundary system r",1t we
make the following assumption called complementing condition:

Condition n:

. (2. 4)
m N

r:: C"Br'h.i Li.It=O
..=1 j=l

(mod L+)

if and only if the constants c,,=O. h=l• •••• m.
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Under these assumptions. we shall prove the following inequality:

THEOREM If (1;.;) and (rh.;) satisfy the conditions I. n. then the following

inequ:zlity holds for all U= (U1• ...• UN) in (H+)'+t"px ... X (H+)'+tN'~

(2.5)

.. N

+ .r:::; IIn. j U; 11' _q _!+.+.r:::; lIu 1I.+tt,t-l).
£:=1 s i 2 I:" J=l

where ~ is a real ~ max(o. qh+i-) and c is a constant independent of u.

We note that the summation convention is employed in the expression (2.5).

3. Preliminary remarks. Let us first consider the problem for the ordinary

differential equations
(3.l) Ai.;(o)u;(t)=fi(t) (1)0). i=l• ...• N.

Ph. ;(iJ)Uj(t) =rph (t=0). h= 1•...• m.
which satisfy the following conditions which correspond to I. n of the previous

section.

Condition I';
det (Ai.j(r» is of order 2m in r. has no real zeros, and the equation

det(Ai.;(r»=O has exactly m zeros r+i. i=l• .... m with positive imaginary parts.
As before. we denote the cofactor of Ai.j in de/CA.i.;) by Ai.;. We also set

A+=D(r-r+,).
;=1

Condition n'
(3.2)

.. N
.r:::; Ch.r:::;A.1f,j A;·k=O (A+)
h=l j=l

if and only if the constants Ch=O. h= 1..... m.

Under these assumptions it is proved in [3] that the problem (3.1) has a unique
exponentially decaying solution for each exponentially decaying f=(flo .... fN) and

complex rp=/(rpls .... rpm)' Hence we see from the definition of the spaces concerned
that the linear mapping

(Uls •••• UN)--((llo jUj. •..• IN.j u; : rbj Uj(O), ,~'" r .... j Uj(O»
(H+)'+t,X .•• X (H+),+tN->(H+)'-" X ... X (H+)'-'NXCX .. · xC

is 1-1 and continuous. Here the spaces (H+)S are I-dimensional analog of (H+)s,~

for n-dimensionaI case. Therefore by closed graph theorem we have the inequality

(3.3)
N N ..

r: lIuj 1~+tJ ~ ceL:: I~,.j Ui II.-s, +L::·l rh.j Uj(O) I).
j=l ;=1 h:r:::l

4. Proof of the theorem. In proving the theorem. it is sufficient to assume

that I,.j=/'i.;. Tk.j=r'h.;. i.e. the operators are homogeneous with the highest order
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te:-ms only. Proof for the general case can be carried out by routine method (c.t.
[1} ).

I,et uS apply (3. 3) to the system

(4.1) l;.j(t o)Uj(~, t)=t(~, t), t>O

rh,j(~, o)Uj(~, t)=rpj(~, n, t>O

with IgI = 1. Then we obtain

(4.2) r:;f(O+i)'+ljUj(~, t)1 2dt
1>0

~C2[x;::II (0 +i)'-"li,j(~, O)Ui(~, t) /2dt
1>0

+~Irh>j(~, O)Uj(~, 0)1 2
]. I~I =1

where c is a constant independent of ~.

In (4.2), let us replace l;.j(~, 0), rn,;C~, 0) ani uJ(~, t) by li,j(~/I~I, 0),

. rJt.j(VI~I, 0) and Uj(~, t/r~l) where 1~/~l. Then we have

(4.3) r:: {I(o+iI~I)'+liUj(~, t)1 2dt
J ;>0

~C2[.:c fl(O+il~I)'-·il;,j(~. o)Uj(~. t)1 2dt
1>0

+1:?I~I·(,-··-i)lrh>j(~,O)Uj(~, 0)[2]. 1~1~1.

Since the norms (JI(O+il~I),U(~. t)1 2tlt)-i and (fl(O+i(I~I+l))'U(~,t)12dt)~ are
QO QO

uniformly equivalent (with respect to ~), we have

(4.4) r;:fl(O+i(I~1 +l»'+i'Ui(~, n/ 2dt
I/O

~C2[x;::JI (0+i(1~I +1))'-'i/;,j(~, o)Uj(~. t) /2dt
1>0

+liCl + I~ I)o{.-••-j) Irh,j(~, o)Uj(~, 0) /2 ]

with diffel'ent constant c.

Multiplyil1g both sides of (4. 4) by (1+ I~ I)2P and integrating with respect to ~

over the set I~ I~1, we have

(4. 5) r:;f dtfl (0+i(l+ I~I »'+1/(1+ I~I )PUi(~, t) 12d~
t>o 1:Ii::l

;§ct;:;IdtII (1 + I~I )P(oH(l+ I~I)'-" li';(~, o)Uj(~. t) 12d~
1>0 1E'1~1

+r;:: fl (1+ I~ Iy-q·-i+prh. j(~. o)Uj(~. 0) 12d~]
leli!!;1
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2 C2[.LiCIll" Jca, o)Uj IIt,;.p)2+ -"FC Ilrk, ;ca. o)Uj 11"-"-4+1]
on the other hand

5

(4. 6) J diJI (1 +Ig-r)p (0+i( ,g-, +l))'+t)uiC~, t) 12d~24(I!ujll.+t"p-l)
1>0 l~j~l

Then adlins (4.5) ani (4.6), we obtain the desired inequality (2.5.).
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